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An analysis of the loss in performance caused by selfish, uncoordinated behavior in networks. Most
of us prefer to commute by the shortest route available, without taking into account the traffic
congestion that we cause for others. Many networks, including computer networks, suffer from
some type of this selfish routing. In Selfish Routing and the Price of Anarchy, Tim Roughgarden
studies the loss of social welfare caused by selfish, uncoordinated behavior in networks. He
quantifies the price of anarchy -- the worst-possible loss of social welfare from selfish routing -- and
also discusses several methods for improving the price of anarchy with centralized control.
Roughgarden begins with a relatively nontechnical introduction to selfish routing, describing two
important examples that motivate the problems that follow. The first, Pigou s Example,
demonstrates that selfish behavior need not generate a socially optimal outcome. The second, the
counterintiuitve Braess s Paradox, shows that network improvements can degrade network
performance. He then develops techniques for quantifying the price of anarchy (with Pigou s
Example playing a central role). Next, he analyzes Braess s Paradox and the computational
complexity of detecting...
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This book is definitely not e ortless to start on looking at but really exciting to see. It really is simplistic but surprises from the 50 % from the pdf. I am just
effortlessly can get a delight of looking at a published book.
-- Thur m a n Scha m ber g er-- Thur m a n Scha m ber g er

The book is fantastic and great. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge I am just easily will get a enjoyment of looking at a composed publication.
-- B r a dley Ha hn-- B r a dley Ha hn
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